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A Dodge's powertrain control module PCM serves as the central computer for a vehicle's
diagnostic system. The PCM analyzes sensor readings and engine functions. As soon as a
component within the engine or fueling system malfunctions, the PCM issues a code and labels
the problem either "trouble" or "pending. Testing this valuable device can be accomplished in a
few minutes. Prepare some important materials before you check your Dodge's PCM. Take a
highlighter to both and mark all the trouble codes that deal with the PCM itself. For example, P
denotes failure within the PCM itself. While testing the system, you should keep an eye out for
it. Place the coding resources in your Dodge's navigation seat. Then, get into the vehicle's
driver's seat. Locate your Dodge's computer outlet beneath the dashboard. The location of this
data link connector depends on year and model of the Dodge. It may be beneath the steering
wheel, next to the left kick panel or above the gas pedal. Switch the device on, and then turn the
Dodge's electrical system on. Always keep in mind that no two scanner brands function exactly
the same. Look at your device's display screen. If there are no codes waiting for you, you own a
scanner that is not preset for automatic code retrieval. Locate the procedure for entering a
"Code scan" command. It usually entails pressing a button. Scroll through the codes on the
scanner's display screen. The PCM is part of the vehicle's powertrain. Richard Ristow has
written for journals, newspapers and websites since His work has appeared in " Nebula
Showcase" and elsewhere. Car dashboard image by Andrejs Pidjass from Fotolia. Step 2 Place
the coding resources in your Dodge's navigation seat. Step 3 Locate your Dodge's computer
outlet beneath the dashboard. Step 5 Look at your device's display screen. PCM modules are
used in vehicles after Not sure exactly what computer memory is for or how it works? We cover
all the bases, from what RAM is to how it works and why it is worth getting an upgrade. RAM
gives applications a place to store and access data on a short-term basis. It stores the
information your computer is actively using so that it can be accessed quickly. SSDs solid state
drives are also important components and will help your system reach its peak performance.
The speed and performance of your system directly correlate to the amount of RAM you have
installed. If your system has too little RAM, it can be slow and sluggish. But on the opposite
end, you can install too much with little to no added benefit. There are ways to see if your
computer needs more memory , and to make sure you are buying memory that is compatible
with the other components in your system. Generally, components are created to the highest
standard at the time of manufacture, but with the expectation that technology will continue to
change. To prevent users from inserting incompatible memory, modules are physically different
for each memory technology generation. These physical differences are standard across the
memory industry. One of the reasons for industry-wide standardization in memory is that
computer makers need to know the electrical parameters and physical shape of the memory
that can be installed in their computers. RAM performance is all about the relationship between
speed and latency. While the two are closely related, they're not connected in the way you might
think. At a basic level, latency refers to the time delay between when a command is entered and
when the data is available. Understanding speed and latency of RAM will help you better choose
the right RAM to install in your system based on your needs. RAM allows your computer to
perform many of its everyday tasks, such as loading applications, browsing the internet, editing
a spreadsheet, or experiencing the latest game. Memory also allows you to switch quickly
among these tasks, remembering where you are in one task when you switch to another task.
As a rule, the more memory you have, the better. Memory is used to load and run applications,
such as your spreadsheet program, respond to commands, such as any edits you made in the
spreadsheet, or toggle between multiple programs, such as when you left the spreadsheet to
check email. Memory is almost always being actively used by your computer. If your system is
slow or unresponsive, you may need a memory upgrade. In a way, memory is like your desk. It
allows you to work on a variety of projects, and the larger your desk, the more papers, folders,
and tasks you can have out at one time. You can quickly and easily access the information
without going to a filing cabinet your storage drive. Whether you are a gamer , designer , or just
looking to speed up your personal computer, upgrading RAM is a simple and easy way to boost
your system performance. These tools will help you determine which memory modules are
compatible with your computer, along with options for your speed requirements and budget. All
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Speed and Latency. What does RAM do? When it comes to PC components, investing in the
best RAM is just as important as having the best processor and the best graphics card. Having
the best RAM, therefore, can mean the difference between a smooth computing experience and

a frustrating one. Corsair is one of the most trusted names when it comes to the best RAM on
the market. On top of giving PC builders that extra touch of vibrant lighting, this RAM has
robust heat spreaders that maximise cooling for higher overclocking and maximum
performance. At this point, everyone kind of knows about G. This is some of the best RAM to
invest in right now. Finding RAM that fits in perfectly with your light up gaming rig is easy with
G. The RAM itself is polished with aluminum heatspreaders of gold or silver colors to keep the
whole thing cool. Skill TridentZ Royal also delivers great reliability and performance. Despite
being so low-profile, they still feature an eight-layer heat spreader to cool while overclocking.
You see, Apple charges inordinate amounts for RAM upgrades, so going with a third party kit
can save a ton of money. Well, as long as your Mac is old enough to still have upgradeable
RAM. The best bang for your buck seems to be the G. Skill DDR, for Mac. Crucial is by far the
best RAM for laptop systems. Just make sure your laptop actually lets you upgrade the RAM
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processing speeds, which means faster loading times, improved 3D rendering and smoother
operation while running multiple programs. Better memory, and more of it, enables you to run
more programs, and at better quality. Desktop and laptop memory cards are not
interchangeable, so be sure that you buy components that are compatible with your device
type. Before buying any memory cards, determine your system capabilities. Mixing speeds
doesn't work either, because the computer system will only run memory at the lowest available
speed. If you want to improve the clock speed, you will have to upgrade all existing memory
modules. Motherboards also have a maximum amount of RAM that they can support, as well as
a specific number of slots. If you've already maxed out your desktop memory slots, you can
either increase the memory capacity or consider upgrading to a new system. Choose the latest
possible version of DDR RAM, dependent on your motherboard capabilities, to enjoy the best
performance. DDR RAM was once the standard for desktop and laptop memory, but it has been
supplanted by new iterations, with each version offering reduced voltage. You can benefit from
additional and improved laptop memory if you play recent game titles. An integrated graphics
card uses the same RAM as the rest of your operating system and software, placing it under a
higher load. If you regularly play the latest launches or play online, upgrading your system to at
least a game's recommended requirements could have an impact on the gaming experience.
Servers need to run continuously without shutting down, and as a result, they require more
robust components. Error Correcting Code ECC server memory includes software that corrects
code errors that might occur. It compares the current version of data to an encrypted version of
the code and corrects any anomalies, ensuring that the server and connected devices continue
to run smoothly. When buying server memory , you still need to make sure that you buy
memory cards that are compatible with your hardware. Very few servers use unbuffered
memory, but it is still available. You should consider the number of users, the functions of the
server, and the software and hardware you are using when upgrading server memory. Home
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Learn More. Enjoy a Better Gaming Experience With Enhanced Laptop Memory You can benefit
from additional and improved laptop memory if you play recent game titles. Ensure System
Integrity With Improved Server Memory Servers need to run continuously without shutting
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switch over to Apple computer, phone and ipad because of software changes in my buisness.
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and looked new. I am a faithful user of a popular on line store that deals in the same items,
however I can not get these kind of deals especially at these condition and prices. See All. RAM
is the short term memory of your computer. It affects the number of programs you can run at
once, and even the number of tabs you can use on your browser. Better RAM, and more of it,
also influences the frames per second you can glean from integrated graphics. If you are a
video editor or run 3D rendering software on your computer, you will need plenty of high-quality
desktop memory. However, not all desktop RAM is compatible with your machine. Your
motherboard dictates the number of memory cards, its maximum capacity and even the type of
RAM that you can install. Desktop RAM clock speed is the speed at which the laptop memory
can read and write data. Generally speaking, the quicker the clock speed of your new RAM,
measured in Megahertz MHz , the faster the memory processes data. Also, if your system
supports multiple modules, it will only run at the speed of the slowest RAM, so try to match
module speeds when possible. Accessories like card readers can help improve access to data.
You will also need to check compatibility. Check with the instructions that came with your
motherboard to see if it is a home-built PC, or with your computer if it was pre-built. This means
that the main processor is responsible for processing graphics and utilizes system RAM. It
places a greater load on desktop or laptop memory, and this type of setup will benefit most from
improved RAM. It could prevent you from having to invest in a more expensive computer, while
enabling you to eliminate choppy frame rates and improve video quality. Multitaskers can also
enjoy noticeable improvements with new computer memory. Every piece of software, every
browser window and every tab requires the use of RAM. When you open new programs, this will
create virtual memory on the hard drive when there is no more RAM available. By increasing the
amount of RAM, the system doesn't have to use the hard drive, avoiding bottlenecking and
improving software as well as web browsing performance. At its simplest, RAM allows you to do
more, and enables you to do it more quickly. The key is identifying how much you need. When
buying memory cards , check the requirements for software that you regularly run. Include
operating system specifications and allow some memory for browsing the web. Consider that
new and updated applications might have different requirements, so if you install new software
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Subtotal 0 Item. A ll rights reserved. Now, the best late model Hemi performance solution on the
market has just become even better. The new Pulsar case redesign is an improvement in
appearance that also addresses improvements in quality and durability. In addition to
improvements in the hardware, Pulsar coverage is expanding to include the Ram 5. Pulsar also
gains the ability to read and clear trouble codes on certain applications. Pulsar is now an even
more powerful tool for late model Hemi trucks with improvements across the board. Pulsar, PN
for , and PN for Ram, are brand new, innovative products that have been engineered to keep
your PCM on the truck with no flash tuning, or removal of the computer required. Our team took
things a step further with development on tuning these Up 5. Pulsar installs in minutes and is
the most exciting and innovative product on the market for Ram Hemi trucks! The 6. They make
great power and provide awesome capabilities. For those who want more power or improved
responsiveness, you have to resort to modifying the PCM in order to tune. That was the
situation until the Pulsar arrived on the scene. It is the only solution for the late model Ram
trucks to add power without PCM modifications. Simply use your cruise control buttons on the
steering wheel to adjust the power levels and options on your Pulsar through the factory
cluster. Equip your ride with Pulsar! I installed 35 in tires. Full body 4 inch lift kit and flowmaster
exhaust and kNn intake and this piggy back tuner does everything i expected and so much
more! Even with the larger tires, there is a dramatic increase in performance. The programmer
provides a very noticeable performance increase. Even in performance mode, the fuel mileage
was good. I bought the Pulsar on saturday at the ultimated off road show in Dallas. It installed in

10 mins and as soon as i left the parking lot the truck was a completely different truck. The
throttle response in performance mode is awesome and after a 3 hour drive home from the truck
show was alot of fun. This product is everything they are advertising and excited to see any
updates that come. I purchased this module a couple of weeks ago. If you are contemplating
this purchase.. DO IT! I have owned almost every tuner on the market for different vehicle i have
owned, and this one is right at the top for function and fun. I have a cold air, throttle body
spacer, and a Flow master muffler outlaw sound level , and let me tell you, the throttle response
and exhaust note is noticeably improved. Mileage improved on the highway for sure. Pulsar:
RAM Hemi 5. How Does Pulsar Do It? Pulsar Now Supporting Ram 6. Pulsar 5. Buy Now. Beyond
expectation! DRAM Modules Computer memory is generally classified as either internal or
external memory. Internal memory, also called "main or primary memory" refers to memory that
stores small amounts of data that can be accessed quickly while the computer is running.
External me mory, also called "secondary memory" refers to a storage device that can retain or
store data persistently. They could be embedded or removable storage devices. Examples
include hard disk or solid state drives, USB flash drives, and compact discs. ROM stands for
read-only memory. It is non-volatile, which means it can retain data even without power. It is
used mainly to start or boot up a computer. With more RAM on the computer, the less the CPU
has to read data from the external or secondary memory storage device , allowing the computer
to run faster. RAM is fast but it is volatile, which means it will not retain data if there is no
power. It is therefore important to save data to the storage device before the system is turned
off. This allows the CPU to perform more instructions at a given time. It was popular in the early
s and was mainly used for video game devices and graphics cards, with transfer speeds up to 1
GHz. Although operating on the same principles, the modules are not backward-compatible.
Each generation delivers higher transfer rates and faster performance. Figure 1. Types of
computer memory. They typically had bit data bus and were available in two physical typesâ€”
and pin. The wider bus means that more data can pass through a DIMM, translating to faster
overall performance. There are several DIMM architectures. Different platforms can
accommodate different memory types so it is best to check which modules are supported on
the motherboard. Here are the most common standard DIMMs, with a typical length of DIMM
Type. Used mainly on desktop and laptop computers. They run faster and cost less, but are not
as stable as registered memory. Commands go directly from the memory controller residing in
the CPU to the memory module. Typically used as main memory in systems requiring large
capacities such as servers and workstations, FB-DIMMs use advanced memory buffer AMB
chips to increase reliability, maintain signal integrity and improve error detection methods to
reduce soft errors. The AMB bus is split into a bit read bus and a bit write bus. Lesser pin
counts 69 pins per serial channel compared with pins on parallel channels , result in lesser
routing complexity and allowing smaller board designs for compact, small form factor systems.
Also known as "buffered" memory, are often used in servers and other applications requiring
stability and robustness. RDIMMs feature onboard memory registers hence the name
"registered" placed between the memory and memory controller. The memory controller buffers
Command, Addressing and Clock Cycling, directing instructions to the dedicated memory
registers instead of accessing the DRAM directly. As a result, the instructions could take
approximately one CPU cycle longer, but the buffering reduces the strain on the CPU's memory
controller. Use Isolation Memory Buffer iMB technology, which reduces the load on the memory
controller by buffering both data and address lanes. The memory buffer then handles all reads
and writes to the DRAM chips, boosting both capacity and speed. Table 1. Common types of
DIMMs. Both commonly have a height of 30 mm but may be available in very low profile VLP
format at ATP offers industrial memory modules in different architectures, capacities and form
factors. Resistant against vibration, shock, dust and other challenging conditions, ATP DRAM
modules perform well even under the most demanding workloads and applications, as well as in
different operating environments. Table 2. Non-ECC versions are also available. The table below
shows a size comparison among different types of DRAM modules. Table 3. By providing your
email address, you agree to the terms of our Privacy Policy. What are the types of internal
memory? What are the types of RAM? Each DRAM memory cell is made up of a transistor and a
capacitor within an integrated circuit, and a data bit is stored in the capacitor. Since transistors
always leak a small amount, the capacitors will slowly discharge, causing information stored in
it to drain; hence, DRAM has to be refreshed given a new electronic charge every few
milliseconds to retain data. It keeps data in the memory as long as power is supplied to the
system unlike DRAM, which has to be refreshed periodically. What are the common types of
DRAM? What are the types of DRAM packages? What are the common types of DIMM?
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Name. Phone Number. Email Address. Have a Dodge Ram truck that has recently stopped
running, stalls while driving, or just struggles to drive? You need a replacement pcm, Solo
Automotive Electronics rebuilds, repairs, and reflashes Dodge pcm auto computers all the time.
In fact, Dodge cars, trucks, vans, and suvs, are known for power control modules to burn up.
Our technicians are highly experienced and highly skilled in reflashing the refurbished pcm we
have. We stand behind our craftmanship too! We'll offer you a Life Time Warranty on our
replacement pcms. So what are you waiting for? Place an order with us today to get your Dodge
Ram Truck back on the road! Call our line or use our instant chat message if you don't see your
year Dodge Ram Truck! View as Grid List. Shop By. Page: 1 2 3 4 5 Next. Compare Products.
How PayPal Works. Mitsubishi Toyota Chevrolet Plymouth. Solo Auto Electronics.

